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C H A P T E R  7

Beginning Number
Sense: Counting and
Early Benchmarks

Snapshot of a Lesson

Key Ideas for an Early Lesson
on Numbers

1. Maintain and/or improve skill in recognizing
the number of objects in small groups.

2. Increase awareness of number patterns.
3. Develop counting skills.

Necessary Materials

Overhead projector and about 20 counters or
beans.

Orientation

The kindergarten children are learning to rec-
ognize by sight the number of objects in small
groups. The teacher, Miss Chen, spends a few min-
utes each day on this activity. She has just placed
four beans on the face of the overhead. She turns
on the overhead for two seconds, then turns it off.

MISS CHEN: How many beans did you see?

Less than half the children raise their hands, so
Miss Chen decides to do it again. This time nearly
all the children raise their hands.

MISS CHEN: How many beans? Barry?

BARRY: Four.

One child, Susan, is in obvious disagreement,
so Miss Chen calls on her.

SUSAN: Five.

MISS CHEN: Okay, let’s check. I will turn on the overhead
and Susan can count the beans for us.

Susan counts the images.

SUSAN: There are only four.When I saw the pattern,
I thought there was one in the middle.

MISS CHEN: I am glad Susan is looking for patterns.That
is the key to recognizing groups of things.
Let’s try another one, and be sure to look
for patterns.

Miss Chen

Are
you ready?
Here we go.
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138 Chapter 7 • Beginning Number Sense: Counting and Early Benchmarks

Miss Chen places five beans on the overhead,
turns it on for two seconds, and then turns it off.

Miss Chen turns the projector on, and Bonny
confirms there are five. Susan and many other chil-
dren are looking for patterns, but their recognition
skills need sharpening. They see part of a pattern
but are not sensitive to small differences. That’s
why this activity is used for a couple of minutes
each day.

MISS CHEN: Thanks, Bonny, there are only five.We really
have to watch those patterns carefully.That’s
enough for today.

Many children groan and plead for more.
They really enjoy this activity, but Miss Chen real-
izes the value of not overdoing a good thing.
Therefore, she is careful not to “burn them out”
with too much at one time. Even though the chil-
dren don’t realize it, this activity reviews count-
ing and increases their readiness for addition and
subtraction.

MISS CHEN: How many beans?

All the children have a hand up; Miss Chen
points to one of them, who says five. The others
agree.

MISS CHEN: We will try one more.

Miss Chen places five beans on the overhead in
a different arrangement. She then turns it on for
two seconds.

MISS CHEN: How many beans did you see? Bonny?

BONNY: Five, but it looks different than the other
five.

SUSAN: It is different because there are six. It fits
the pattern for six.

MISS CHEN: Let’s check it.

Introduction

This chapter begins the second part of Helping
Children Learn Mathematics, in that it discusses
teaching strategies, techniques, and learning activi-
ties related to specific mathematical topics—in this
case, beginning number sense. Number sense, like
common sense, is difficult to define or express sim-
ply. It refers to an intuitive feel for numbers and
their various uses and interpretations. 

Number sense also includes the ability to com-
pute accurately and efficiently, to detect errors, and
to recognize results as reasonable. People with
number sense are able to understand numbers and
use them effectively in everyday living (McIntosh

et al., 1997). Good number sense also includes rec-
ognizing the relative magnitudes of numbers and
establishing referents, or benchmarks, for meas-
ures of common objects and situations in their
environments.

Math Links 7.1
A variety of recommended Web resources for Num-

ber, which may be used by teachers and children, may
be found at the NCTM’s Illuminations web site, which
you can access from this book’s web site.
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Introduction 139

These ideas regarding number sense are reminis-
cent of Brownell’s ideas about meaningful learning
(see Chapter 2). Students need to develop concepts
meaningfully so that numbers are used effectively
both in and out of school. Helping students to de-
velop such number sense requires appropriate mod-
eling, posing process questions, encouraging think-
ing about numbers, and in general creating a
classroom environment that nurtures number sense.

The Number and Operation Standard of the Prin-
ciples and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM,
2000) includes several concepts and skills related to
beginning number sense. Figure 7-1 presents part of
the standard for prekindergarten through grade 2.
(See Appendix A for a full description.)

Suppose we explore several examples of num-
ber sense in action. What does the number 5 mean
to young children? It can mean many things. It
might be their current age or their age next year. It
might be how old they were when they started
kindergarten. Figure 7-2 illustrates a few uses and
interpretations of the number 5 suggested by
young children. Other children would provide dif-
ferent examples. In fact, the examples in Figure 7-2
might be different for the same children tomorrow
because children’s concepts of numbers continu-

ously grow and change. A few examples illustrat-
ing the multidimensional nature of number sense
for older children are shown in Figure 7-3.

Number sense is not a finite entity that a stu-
dent either has or does not have. Its development is
a lifelong process. In an effort to facilitate the de-
velopment of number sense in elementary school,
the NCTM has published several books on number
sense (Burton et al., 1993; Reys et al., 1991).

Children begin to develop some sense about
numbers long before they begin to count. For ex-
ample, young children can answer these kinds of
questions:

How old are you? [two]
What channel should we watch? [thirteen]
On what floor is your doctor’s office? [four]
How many sisters do you have? [one]

Math Links 7.2
The full-text electronic version of the Number and

Operation Standard, with electronic examples (interac-
tive activities), is available at the NCTM’s web site,
which you can access from this book’s web site. After
reading the Chapter 3 introduction, click on pre-K–2,
3–5, or 6–8 to read about the Number and Operation
Standard at those levels.

FIGURE 7-1 Number and Operation Standard for Grades Pre-K–2.

Instructional programs from prekindergarten through Pre-K–2 Expectations:
grade 2 should enable all students to: All students should

• count with understanding and recognize “how many” 
in sets of objects;

Understand numbers, ways of representing numbers, • develop understanding of the relative position and
relationships among numbers, and number systems. magnitude of whole numbers and of ordinal and 

cardinal numbers and their connections;
• connect number words and numerals to the quantities

they represent, using various physical models and rep-
resentations.

half of 10

3 more than 2 3 less than 8

2
+ 3

“A yellow Cuisenaire rod.”

4 + 1

“The number before six.”

5 pennies equals a nickel

“Our telephone number
has three fives.”

“The number of letters
in my name.”

FIGURE 7-2 The meanings of the number five 
suggested by young children.
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140 Chapter 7 • Beginning Number Sense: Counting and Early Benchmarks

Such early experiences introduce the number
names as well as their symbols—13 on the chan-
nel indicator or 4 on the elevator. These names and
symbols are memorized through sound and sight
recognition and provide an important beginning,

but a child’s knowledge of these concepts alone
does not indicate the child’s grasp of number.

For one thing, these experiences underscore a
very important characteristic of number. It is an
abstraction. It can’t be adequately illustrated in just

Observing and Using Relationships

30 + 30  =  60

29  +  31   =   60

one
less

same
50 + 43  =  93

49  +  43   =   92

one
more

one
more

one
more

same

Using Patterns

6 × 6 = 36 

5  ×  7  =  3 5  

12 × 12 = 144 

11  ×  13 = 143

50 × 50 = 2500 

49 ×  51 = 2499 

Thinking Strategies

What is 8 + 7?

7 = 2 + 5, so . . .
8 + 2 = 10
plus 5 is 15

8 + 8 = 16, so . . .
1 less is 15
8 + 7 = 15

7 + 7 = 14, so . . . 

1 more is 15

8 + 7 = 15

Reasonableness

9.2% of $650 = $598

That can’t be right because
10% of $650 is $65,
so it must be $59.80.

Recognizing Different Forms

What is 28 × 25? 

28 is 7 × 4, . . .

4 × 25 = 100, and

100 × 7 = 700 

25 is the same as   of 100. . .           

    of 2800 is 700

1
4

100 × 28 = 2800, and 1
4

Using Referents and Benchmarks

I am almost
4 feet tall.

The door knob is
shorter, so . . .

It is about 3 feet high.

The ceiling is over
twice as high, so . . .

It is about 10 feet high.

Referent

Window

one
less

one
less

one
less

one
less

one
more

one
more

one
less

one
less

one
more

Using Numbers Flexibly

About how much is 47 × 26?

47 is amost 50,
and 26 is
almost 30 . . .
50 × 30 = 1500;
less than 1500.

26 is about 25,
47 is about 48. . .     

25 × 48 is    of 
48 times 100.
My estimate is
about 1200.

47 is about 50 . . .

50 × 26 is    of 
26 times 100.
My estimate is
1300.

1
2

1
4

Referent

Window

FIGURE 7-3 Some examples of number sense in action.
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Prenumber Concepts 141

one situation. The multiple meanings of 5 illus-
trated in Figure 7-2 demonstrate how quickly the
concept of five becomes associated with different
situations. Research into how children develop
number sense makes it clear that the more varied
and different their experiences, the more likely it is
that they will abstract number concepts from their
experiences (Payne and Huinker, 1993). Helping
children further their development of number and
number sense has a high instructional priority. The
goal of this chapter is to stimulate your thinking
about number sense and its development during
the early years before children are comfortable
with numbers and counting. 

FOCUS QUESTIONS

1. How does children’s number sense develop?
2. How can technology help children develop

number sense?
3. What characteristics are associated with the

different counting stages?
4. How can teachers use questions to promote

students’ thinking about numbers?

Prenumber Concepts

Numbers are everywhere, and thus even young
children have a vast amount of early number expe-
rience, as shown in Figure 7-2. Many of these
experiences do not rely on numbers per se but pro-
vide the basis for building early number concepts
and the foundation for later skills. Such experi-
ences are called prenumber experiences. As a
teacher, you will need to help children take advan-
tage of them. Different steps are involved in devel-
oping prenumber concepts that lead eventually to
meaningful counting skills and number sense. Al-
though the learning paths that children take are
bound to differ greatly, they all begin with classify-
ing whatever is to be counted.

Classification

Classification is fundamental to learning about
the real world, and it can be done with or without
numbers. For example, children can be separated
into groups of boys and girls (which is classifica-
tion) without considering number. Yet classifica-
tion skills are prerequisite to any meaningful
number work. If children want to know how many
girls are in the class, they must be able to recog-
nize (i.e., classify) the girls. Thus, before children

can count, they must know what to count, and
classification helps identify what is to be counted.

Young children learn to distinguish between
dogs and cats, reptiles and mammals, toys they en-
joy and those they never use. These distinctions
are examples of classification in action. Classifica-
tion not only helps children make some sense of
things around them, but also helps them become
flexible thinkers. Classifying objects in different
ways fosters the development of thinking skills.

As children classify, or sort, materials, such as
buttons (see Snapshot of a Lesson Plan in Chapter
3), they must decide whether each object has the
given characteristic. If children disagree on how an
object should be classified, it forces them to defend
their answers and clarify how the classification
process was done. This type of argumentation is
the beginning of helping children see the need for
explaining their thoughts in mathematics, one of
the goals of the NCTM Standards. At this point,
there may be no counting as materials are classi-
fied, although words such as more, few, many,
most, and none will likely be used in describing
the resulting collections.

Classification allows people to reach general
agreement on what is to be counted. For example,
consider a pile of buttons and the following ques-
tion: How many plastic buttons have two holes?
The answer is a number that tells how many.
When a number is used in this way, it is called a
cardinal number. Before finding the specific cardi-
nal number, however, you must first decide which
buttons are plastic and how many of them have ex-
actly two holes. Once this classification is done, the
members to be counted are well defined, and the
results should be the same.

Stories provide opportunities for classification.
Books such as Where’s Waldo? by Martin Handford
challenge students to find objects in a vast and often
complex picture containing many different items.
Such search-and-find challenges provide practice in
visual discrimination as well as in classification.

Attribute blocks, sometimes called logic blocks,
provide an excellent model for classification activi-
ties and help develop logical thinking. These
blocks can be made from cardboard (see Appendix

Math Links 7.3
A collection of sorting and classifying lessons and

activities for grades K–2 may be found at the NCTM’s
Illuminations web site, which you can access from this
book’s web site.
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142 Chapter 7 • Beginning Number Sense: Counting and Early Benchmarks

B for an attribute block master), but they are also
commercially available in wood or plastic. They
differ in several attributes, including color, shape,
and size. Consider, for example, the 24 pieces
shown in Appendix B and In the Classroom 7-1.
These pieces illustrate three attributes:

Size: Large, Small (L, S)
Color: Blue, Yellow, Green (B, Y, G)
Shape: Square, Triangle, Pentagon, Circle (S,

T, P, C)

The first block can be described in words as
the “Large Blue Square.” Later in primary and
elementary school, symbols, such as LBS, can be
meaningfully attached to the attribute pieces, but
at this stage a clear verbal description of the pieces
by young children is the goal. As children manipu-
late the blocks and describe them, they begin to
make natural connections between the concrete
model and different ways of representation. Many
of the 24 pieces are alike in some attributes, but no
two pieces are alike in all attributes, which pro-
vides opportunities for “Who am I?” games, as pre-
sented in In the Classroom 7-1. Such activities
encourage children to think logically and develop
communication skills. In the process, children
informally explore fundamental notions, including
matching, comparison, shape, sets, subsets, and
disjoint sets as well as set operations.

Communication and language can be further de-
veloped as the set operations of union and intersec-
tion are encountered. The combining, or union, of
disjoint sets (sets with no members in common) is a
natural model for addition. The logical connection or
can be used to develop the union of two or more
sets. For example, as Figure 7-4 shows, the union of
triangles and squares produces a set that contains all
attribute blocks that are either triangles or squares.

The intersection of sets can be used to explore
the logical connective and. Using the attribute
blocks, you could examine the pieces that are
pentagons and blue. Children might place these in
yarn loops as shown in Figure 7-5. This arrange-
ment also allows children to identify other subsets,

In the Classroom 7-1
WHO AM I?

OBJECTIVE: Using attribute pieces to develop
classification and reasoning.

GRADE LEVEL: 2 –4

� Match me with the attribute blocks shown here:
A. I have three sides. B. I am blue or yellow.

I am blue. I have three sides.
I am large. I am not large.

Who am I?______ Who am I?______

C. I am not blue. D. I am not large.
I am not yellow. I have more than
I have five sides. four sides.
I am small. I am green.

Who am I? Who am I?

• Which clues describe more than one 
piece?______

• Which clues describe only one piece?______

� Your turn:
Play “Who Am I?” with a partner.

LBS SBS SBTLBT

LYS SYS SYTLYT

LGS SGS SGTLGT

LBP SBP SBCLBC

LYP SYP SYCLYC

LGP SGP SGCLGC Triangles

Triangles or Squares

Squares

FIGURE 7-4 The union of two sets illustrates the
mathematical meaning of “or.”
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Prenumber Concepts 143

such as pieces that are blue and not pentagons.
Using not to describe a relationship is an important
step in development.

The logical connectives and, or, and not can be
used to help children classify pieces according to
their attributes. For example, the “alike and differ-
ence trains” shown In the Classroom 7-2 provide op-
portunities for students to use attribute blocks to
classify and to search for patterns and use logical
thinking as well. Children at all grade levels can ben-
efit from structured activities with these materials.

Attribute blocks almost guarantee student in-
volvement, but they also require teachers to as-
sume an active role. When children are engaged in
activities with attribute blocks, directed questions
and probes can provide clues about their thinking
processes. Observing children’s actions reveals
much about their maturity. For example, when
asked to choose a piece that is blue and a triangle,
one child might choose a blue piece but not a tri-
angle. Another might select a triangle that is not
blue. These responses may only reflect poor listen-
ing skills; however, additional questioning may
show that the two children don’t understand what
the word and means or are unable to keep two dif-
ferent attributes in mind simultaneously. Carefully
observing and questioning children as they are us-
ing these materials will help you better understand
what they are thinking, which in turn will help
you design more appropriate learning activities.

Many different experiences are needed to
sharpen children’s observation skills and provide
them with the basis on which to build the notion
of numbers. Consider another example, in which
children are asked to count money:

Blue Pentagons
Blue pentagons

Blue
and

Not Pentagons

Blue
and

Pentagons

Not Blue
and

Pentagons

FIGURE 7-5 The intersection of two sets illustrates
the mathematical meaning of “and.”

In the Classroom 7-2
ALIKE-AND-DIFFERENCE TRAINS

OBJECTIVE: Using attribute pieces to recog-
nize patterns and identify relationships.

GRADE LEVEL: 2 –4
Each car in a train is like the car it follows in one or
two ways, or it is different from the car it follows in
one or two ways.

� Find the alike-and-difference pattern in each train,
and describe the missing car:

• Which of these are one-difference trains?____
• Which of these are two-difference trains? ____

� Your turn:
• Begin with �. Make a train (with at least six cars)

in which each car has exactly one attribute differ-
ent from the car if follows. Compare your train
with someone’s train.Are they the same?

• Begin with �. Make a train (with at least six cars)
in which each car has exactly one attribute the
same as the car it follows. Compare your train
with a classmate’s train.Tell how they are alike.

Train A

Train B

Train C

Train D
5¢

1994

LIBERTY

IN GOD WE TRUST

1¢

1994

LIBERTY

IN GOD WE TRUST

1¢

How much money is this?
Three, if coins are counted
Seven, if cents are counted

This example provides a reminder that a num-
ber name alone, such as three or seven, is rarely
reported. In this case, “three coins” describes both
cardinality (i.e., how many) and what was actually
counted. This example also provides another re-
minder that what is to be counted must be well de-
fined or clearly understood. If there is any confu-
sion about what is being counted, then counting
discrepancies are certain to happen.
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144 Chapter 7 • Beginning Number Sense: Counting and Early Benchmarks

Such discrepancies occur in many different
forms but are particularly troublesome with a
number line. Two children standing on a number
line that has been made from a roll of adding
machine tape and fastened to the floor provide an
example:

number sense, ordering, counting, and sequencing
(Coburn et al., 1992). Later, patterns are helpful in
developing thinking strategies for basic facts, dis-
cussed in Chapter 9, and in developing algebraic
thinking, considered in Chapter 14. In addition, as
children grow older, their experiences with pat-
terns accelerate as they explore graphing, number
theory, and geometry. Patterns, as with puzzles,
are usually intellectually inviting and stimulating
for people of all ages.

Exploring patterns requires active mental in-
volvement and often physical involvement. The op-
portunities to do patterning are limitless, but there
are several different types of pattern activities that
children should encounter regularly. Let’s consider
four different ways that patterns might be used in
developing mathematical ideas.

COPYING A PATTERN Children are shown a
pattern and then asked to make one “just like it.”
The original pattern might take many different
forms. For example, children might be given a string
with beads and asked to make the same pattern:

ScottBarb

You can ask,

How far is it from Barb to Scott?
Is it 4? or 3? or 5?

The solution depends on what is to be counted:

Should the intervals between the dots be
counted?
Should the dots be counted?
All of the dots?

Research confirms that confusion between dots
and intervals often contributes to later misunder-
standing with a number line (Sowder, 1992).
Confusion over what should be counted is a classi-
fication problem that must be solved before count-
ing can be meaningful. Thus classification is a very
important step in developing number sense and
early counting skills.

Patterns

Mathematics is the study of patterns. Creating,
constructing, and describing patterns require prob-
lem-solving skills and constitute an important part
of mathematics learning. Patterns can be based on
geometric attributes (shape, symmetry), relational
attributes (sequence, function), physical attributes
(color, length, number), or affective attributes
(like, happiness). Sometimes patterns combine sev-
eral attributes. For example, a child’s list of favorite
colors provides a pattern involving physical attrib-
utes (color) and affective attributes (like).

Paper, cubes, attribute blocks, pattern blocks,
and other manipulatives (objects) provide opportu-
nities for children to stack, arrange, and order
objects in various ways. Number sense and mathe-
matical exploration grow from such patterning. In
the early grades, patterns help children develop

Or pattern blocks could be laid out for children
to copy:

This experience requires students to choose the
same pieces and arrange them in the same order.
Or one could model a figure on a geoboard (see
Appendix B for a geoboard master) and ask chil-
dren to copy the figure on an empty geoboard.
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FINDING THE NEXT ONE The trains In the
Classroom 7-2 illustrate problems where children
“find the next one.” In that case, “the next one” is
the next car in the train. Consider a somewhat eas-
ier pattern suggested by “stairs” of Cuisenaire rods:

MAKING THEIR OWN PATTERNS Children
need opportunities to create their own patterns and
are eager to do so. Sometimes the patterns they
make are highly creative and reveal insight into
their mathematical thinking.

Language and communication are important el-
ements of patterning activities. Children should be
encouraged to “think out loud” as they search for
patterns. Ask them to explain why they selected a
certain piece or why they did what they did. Some-
times children “see” different patterns than you
anticipate. As teachers, you must try to learn and
understand children’s patterns and encourage them
to share their thinking.

Comparisons

Comparison of quantities is another important
part of learning to count and is also essential in
developing number awareness. Comparisons are
plentiful in classrooms as children use materials.
Teacher-led activities frequently provide opportuni-
ties for comparisons, with questions such as:

Does everyone have a piece of paper?
Are there more pencils or desks?

These questions either directly or indirectly in-
volve comparisons that may lead to the important
and powerful mathematical notion of one-to-one
correspondence.

Look at Figure 7-6A and consider this question:
Are there more hearts or gingerbread cookies?
Counting would provide a solution, particularly
with the cookies scattered on a plate; however, if
the cookies are arranged in an orderly fashion (Fig-
ure 7-6B), you can make direct comparisons and
answer the question without counting. Sometimes
placing connectors (laying string or yarn; drawing
lines or arrows) provides a visual reminder of the
one-to-one correspondence that underlies many
comparisons, as in Figure 7-6C.

Children might be asked to find the next rod
for the staircase. This find-the-next activity natu-
rally leads to continuing or extending the pattern.

EXTENDING A PATTERN Children are shown
a pattern and asked to continue it. For example, an
initial pattern can be made with blocks, and chil-
dren can be asked to continue the pattern:

1 2 3 4 5

Notice how this visual pattern might serve as
the foundation for exploring several important
mathematical ideas. It could lead to classifying odd
numbers. It could be used to observe something
common about the representations—that they are
all a rectangle plus one. This latter observation
might lead to the algebraic generalization 2N � 1
to describe odd numbers.

Math Links 7.4
An electronic manipulative, called Color Patterns,

that gives children practice extending patterns is avail-
able from the National Library of Virtual Manipulatives
for Interactive Mathematics, which you can access from
this book’s web site. This activity could be used for prac-
tice or assessment.

CBA

FIGURE 7-6 Models for making comparisons by 
(A) counting; (B) physically comparing without 
counting; and (C) one-to-one correspondence.
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When making comparisons, students must be
able to discriminate between important and irrele-
vant attributes. In Figure 7-7A, for example, who
has more leaves—Bonnie or Sammy? The leaves
are very different; their sizes, shapes, and colors
vary. Still, the procedure for setting up a correspon-
dence is the same.

To ensure that members of two sets are
arranged in an orderly fashion for comparison, a
method that is sometimes helpful involves using
pieces of square paper or index cards. In this case,
placing each leaf on a card and then stacking the
cards on a common base, as in Figure 7-7B, pro-
vides a helpful framework. This method provides a
graphical representation of the information, allow-
ing quick and accurate visual comparisons.

Several different but equally valid verbal de-
scriptions may be used for the example given in
Figure 7-7:

Bonnie has more leaves than Sammy.
Sammy has fewer leaves than Bonnie.

Children need to become familiar with descrip-
tions of relationships such as more than, less
(fewer) than, and as many as. A grasp of these
terms can be followed by more explicit characteri-
zation:

Bonnie has one more leaf than Sammy.
Sammy has one less leaf than Bonnie.

In these cases, the notion of order and succes-
sion are being developed. Children must come to
realize that 4 is the number between 5 and 3 as
well as one more than 3 and one less than 5.

Understanding of such relationships can evolve
naturally as comparisons are made and discussed.

When comparisons are made among several
different things, ordering is involved. For example,
children can print their first names on some grid
paper:

B

A

Bonnie’s

Sammy’s

Bonnie’s

Sammy’s

FIGURE 7-7 A framework for comparison that 
eliminates irrelevant attributes.

Then they can physically compare their names
with others’ names to answer questions such as
these:

Who has the longest name?
Who has the shortest name?
Can you find someone with a name the same
length as yours?
Can you find someone whose name has one
more (less) letter than your name?

Ordering often requires several comparisons,
and a graph might help organize the information.
The graph in Figure 7-8 was constructed by classi-
fying children’s names according to length. It sum-
marizes much information and presents it in an
organized form. The graph could be used to
answer the previous questions and additional ques-
tions such as these:

Which length name is most popular?
Greg wasn’t here today. Where should his
name go on our graph?
Can you think of anyone you know who has a
shorter name than Tim?

FIGURE 7-8 Classification of children’s names on a
graph for comparison.
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As more things are ordered, the ordering
process becomes more complicated, and most chil-
dren need some guidance to be able to order things
efficiently. That’s why organizational techniques,
such as graphing (see Chapter 17), are particularly
helpful and will contribute to the early develop-
ment of numbers.

Conservation

The phenomenon of conservation of number—
that a given number does not vary—reflects how
children think. You need to be aware of the symp-
toms of the lack of conservation of number in
children and its implications for early number
development and counting. This idea occurs in dif-
ferent forms, but let’s look at an example involving
counting and numbers.

Two rows of blocks are arranged side by side,
and a teacher and a five- or six-year-old child look
at them together:

S: Six.

T: Are there more purple blocks or orange blocks?

S: More orange blocks.

T: I thought you said there were six purple and six
orange.

S: I did, but this six (pointing to row of orange blocks)
is bigger.

This example illustrates a typical case where a
young child thinks a number varies and depends
on arrangement or configuration. Here the child
believes that stretching out the row makes it
longer; the fact that the number remains the same
creates no conflict. Look at the following grouping
of marbles.

The teacher, asking the child to make a com-
parison to decide whether there are more orange
blocks or more purple blocks, initiates the follow-
ing dialogue:

T: How many purple blocks?

S: (Counting them) Six.

T: How many orange blocks?

S: (Counting again) Six.

T: Are there more purple blocks or orange blocks?

S: They are the same.

Now the teacher spreads out the orange blocks
as follows:

T: How many purple blocks now?

S: Six.

T: How many orange blocks now?

Some children count six marbles in each of
these groups but report one group has more. For
adults it seems inconceivable that “this six” could
be more than “that six,” but as this and other ex-
amples in this book show, children’s logic and
adults’ logic can be very different.

Conservation was described by Jean Piaget and
has been the subject of much research. Rarely do
children conserve number before five or six years
of age. Children up to this age don’t realize that
moving the objects in a set has no effect on the
number of the objects. Thus many children in
kindergarten and some in first and second grade
are nonconservers. A child can be adept at count-
ing and remain naive about conservation. When-
ever this happens, instructional activities (such as
the different configurations of five objects on the
overhead in the opening Snapshot Lesson) should
be used to increase the child’s awareness of the in-
variance of number.

Group Recognition

The patterns encountered in classifying and
making comparisons provide many number-sense
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experiences. In fact, before actually counting, chil-
dren are aware of small numbers of things: one
nose, two hands, three wheels on a tricycle. Re-
search shows that most children entering school
can identify quantities of three things or less by in-
spection alone without the use of counting tech-
niques (Clements, 1999).

The skill to “instantly see how many” in a
group is called subitizing, from a Latin word mean-
ing “suddenly.” It is an important skill to develop.
In fact, one instructional goal for first-grade stu-
dents is to develop immediate recognition of
groups of up to five or six. Sight recognition of
quantities up to five or six is important for several
reasons:

1. It saves time. Recognizing the number in a
small group is much faster than counting each in-
dividual member of that group.

2. It is the forerunner of some powerful number
ideas. Children who can name small groups give
evidence of knowing early order relations, such as
3 is more than 2 and 1 is less than 4. Some may
also realize that 3 contains a group of 2 and a
group of 1.

3. It helps develop more sophisticated counting
skills. Children who recognize the number in a
small group will more quickly begin counting from
that point.

4. It accelerates the development of addition and
subtraction. Early work with these operations in-
volves manipulation with objects. Being able to
recognize the quantity in a small group frees chil-
dren of the burden of counting small quantities to
be joined or removed and allows them to concen-
trate on the action of the operation.

In the opening Snapshot of a Lesson, the
teacher used beans and the overhead projector to
develop sight recognition. The overhead projector
allowed careful control of time so that the children
could not count individual beans. The teacher
placed the beans in different arrangements to en-
courage children to identify different patterns—
and to do so quickly. Several different approaches
were demonstrated as the children counted. Sight
recognition is also evidenced by children’s skills in
reading the number of dots on the face of a die or
on a domino. In fact, both of these materials pro-
vide natural as well as interesting models for devel-
oping and practicing this skill.

As children grow older, their ability to recog-
nize quantities continues to improve, but it is still
limited. Certain arrangements are more easily rec-
ognized or subitized. For example, look at these
arrangements:

Children usually find rectangular arrangements
easiest, followed by linear, and then circular,
whereas scrambled arrangements are usually the
most difficult. If the arrangement does not lend it-
self to some grouping, people of any age have more
difficulty with larger quantities. Few adults can
recognize by inspection groups of more than 6 or
8, and even these groups must be in common 
patterns such, as those found on playing cards or
dominoes. For example, look at these pictures of
birds:

Rectangular Linear Circular Scrambled

How many birds do you see? Each picture
shows 12 birds, but you probably used different
processes to count them. The picture at the left
provides no clear groups, so you could either count
every bird or perhaps immediately identify the
numbers in some subset of the birds and then
count the rest. In the other two pictures, some nat-
ural groupings are suggested: four groups of 3 and
two groups of 6. It is even more difficult to recog-
nize larger groupings without counting or forming
some subsets of numbers. Nevertheless, small-
group recognition is a powerful ally in counting
larger groups.

Counting

Patterns facilitate the counting process; how-
ever, there are no sound patterns within the first 12
number names. Children learn these number
names by imitating adults and older children. As
young children practice counting, they often say
nonconventional sequences of number names. It is
not unusual to hear a young child count “one, two,
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five, eight, fifteen, twenty, six, hundred.” This
counting may sound strange, but it is perfectly nat-
ural. It reflects the child’s struggle to remember
both the number names and their order, both of
which are necessary in order to count.

Eventually children may count apples, blocks,
cards, rocks, stones, twigs, even petals on a flower.
Try counting the petals on the flowers shown in
Figure 7-9. They provide a very interesting setting
for practicing counting and remind you that num-
bers are everywhere in nature.

Items such as blocks or petals are discrete ob-
jects (i.e., materials that lend themselves well to
handling and counting). Continuous quantities,
such as the amount of water in a glass or the
weight of a person, are measured rather than
counted.

What is counting? It is a surprisingly intricate
process by which children call number values by
name. A close look at the counting process shows
that finding how many objects are present involves
two distinct actions. A child must say the number-
name series, beginning with one, and point to a
different object as each number name is spoken.
Children exhibit several different but distinct stages
of counting, which we discuss as follows.

Counting Principles

How do children count? Look at an actual
counting situation. Suppose seven shells are to be
counted. A child who is what is called a “rational
counter” says each number name as the shells are
counted, as indicated in Figure 7-10. The last num-
ber named, “seven,” reports the total.

As adults, you probably cannot recall your own
struggle with counting. Yet observing young chil-
dren can remind you how counting strategies vary

FIGURE 7-9 Models from nature for counting 
practice.
(Top photo: PhotoDisc, Inc; bottom photo: Digital 
Vision)

“one” “two” “three” “four” “five” “six” “seven”

FIGURE 7-10 Rational counting: Correct
sequence, with correct correspondence.
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and are developed sequentially over a period of
years (Fuson, 1988). Here are four important prin-
ciples on which the counting process rests:

1. Each object to be counted must be assigned one
and only one number name. As shown in Figure
7-10, a one-to-one correspondence between each
shell and the number name was established.

2. The number-name list must be used in a fixed
order every time a group of objects is counted. The
child in the figure started with “one” and counted
“two, three, . . ., seven,” in a specific order. This is
known as the stable order rule.

3. The order in which the objects are counted does-
n’t matter (this is known as the order irrelevance
rule). Thus the child can start with any object
and count them in any order.

4. The last number name used gives the number of
objects. This principle is a statement of the cardi-

nality rule, which connects counting with how
many. Regardless of which block is counted first or
the order in which they are counted, the last block
named always tells the number.

These principles help you recognize the levels
of children’s counting skills. Careful observation of
children, coupled with a good understanding of
these principles, can pinpoint counting errors.
Once the trouble is diagnosed, instruction can fo-
cus on the specific problem. 

Counting Stages

There are several identifiable counting stages,
and each reflects one or more of the counting
principles. For example, some children may count
the objects correctly and still not know how many
objects have been counted. In response to the
question “How many shells are on the table?” a
child might correctly count “one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven,” as shown in Figure 7-10, and yet
be unable to answer the question. This child does
not realize that the last number named tells how
many.

ROTE COUNTING A child using rote counting
knows some number names, but not necessarily
the proper sequence, as shown in Figure 7-11A. In
this case, the child provides number names, but
these names are not in correct counting sequence.

Math Links 7.5
Some examples of children counting may be viewed

at the University of Melbourne web site, which you can
access from this book’s web site. These examples show
difficulties young children may have due to their level of
development and maturity.

A.  Incorrect sequence, correct correspondence

B.  Correct sequence, incorrect correspondence (counts too fast)

C.  Correct sequence, incorrect correspondence (points too fast)

fivefourthreetwo“one six seven thirteen . . .”twelveeleventennineeight

“one

eight”twentyseventenninefivethreetwo“one

five . . .”fourthreetwo

FIGURE 7-11 Rote counting
errors.
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Research shows that such children may “count” the
same objects several times and use a different
counting sequence each time (Fuson, 1988). Chil-
dren who exhibit this error need to spend more
time on the stable order rule as described in the
second counting principle. 

Rote counters may know the proper counting
sequence, but they may not always be able to
maintain a correct correspondence between the
objects being counted and the number names.
Figure 7-11B shows an example in which the rote
counter is saying the number names faster than
pointing, so that number names are not coordi-
nated with the shells being counted. Rote coun-
ters may say the number names until they
perceive all the objects as being counted. It is also
possible that the rote counter points faster than
saying the words, as illustrated in Figure 7-11C.
This rote counter is pointing to the objects but is
not providing a name for each of them. Asking
children to slow down their counting and stress-
ing the importance of one-to-one correspondence
helps children with these types of rote counting
errors.

It is important that children understand all four
counting principles. Without this understanding,
rote counters may not have their number names in
the proper sequence, or they may not consistently
provide a number name for each object being
counted. A one-to-one correspondence may not be
shown, which is a critical distinction between rote
and rational counting. Using a one-to-one corre-
spondence in counting represents significant
progress and establishes one of the prerequisites to
rational counting.

RATIONAL COUNTING In rational counting,
the child gives a correct number name as objects are
counted in succession; however, in rational counting
the child not only uses one-to-one correspondence
but also is able to answer the question about the
number of objects being counted. In fact, rational
counters exhibit all four counting principles.

Rational counting is an important skill for
every primary-grade child. Children notice their
own progress in developing this skill and become
proud of their accomplishments. Early in first
grade, some children will count to 10, others to 20,
some to 50, and a few to over 100 (Fuson, 1988).
No upper limit should be imposed, although a goal
of 100 is clearly reasonable for most children by
the end of first grade. Instruction should provide
regular practice and encourage each child to count
as far as he or she can.

Counting Strategies

Once mastery of rational counting to 10 or 20
has been reached, more efficient and sophisticated
counting strategies should be encouraged.

COUNTING ON In counting on, the child
gives correct number names as counting proceeds
and can start at any number and begin counting.
For example, the child can begin with 8 pennies
and count “nine, ten, eleven”; or begin with 78
pennies and count “seventy-nine, eighty, eighty-
one”; or begin with 98 pennies and count “ninety-
nine, one hundred, one hundred one.” Counting-on
practice leads children to the discovery of many
valuable patterns. Counting on is also an essential
strategy for developing addition.

COUNTING BACK When children count back,
they give correct number names as they count
backward from a particular point. For example, to
count back to solve the problem, “Bobbie had 22
rabbits and 3 were lost,” a child might count
“twenty-one, twenty, nineteen” and conclude there
were 19 left. At an early stage, counting back can
be related to rockets blasting off (counting down—
five, four, three, two, one, blast off); later, it be-
comes helpful in developing subtraction.

Many children find it difficult to count back-
ward, just as many adults find it difficult to recite
the alphabet backward. The calculator provides a
valuable instructional tool to help children improve
their ability to count backward. Many children are
surprised to learn that it is as easy to count back-
ward on a calculator as it is to count forward.

Instruction in counting should include practice
counting backward as well as forward. Counting
backward, “Five, four, three, two, one,” helps chil-
dren establish sequences and relate each number
to another in a different way. In the Classroom 7-3
provides an activity that uses a calendar to practice
counting forward and backward. In the Classroom
7-4 provides an activity that integrates such prac-
tice with pattern recognition.

SKIP COUNTING In skip counting, the child
gives correct names, but instead of counting by
ones, counts by twos, fives, tens, or other values.
The starting point and direction are optional. In ad-
dition to providing many patterns, skip counting
provides readiness for multiplication and division.

Skip counting, coupled with counting on and
counting back, provides excellent preparation for
counting change in a monetary transaction. Thus,
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given the coins shown, children would be encour-
aged to choose the largest-valued coin and then be-
gin counting on—“twenty-five, thirty, thirty-five,
forty.”

What is the smallest possible number on the
cube?
What is the largest possible number on the
cube?

This problem requires counting, but it also en-
courages higher-level thinking and logical reasoning.
For example, questions such as, “Is there more than
one correct answer?” should be raised and discussed.
The problem also illustrates that unique answers

In the Classroom 7-3
NUMBERS ON A CALENDAR

OBJECTIVE: Using a calendar to count for-
ward and backward.

GRADE LEVEL: 2–3

� Look at the calendar pictured below.

1. A calendar has many patterns.Tell a pattern you see.
2. What day and date is 7 days after the 7th?
3. What day and date is one week after the 5th?
4. If you start on Monday and count on 7 days, what

is the day?
5. If you start on Sunday and count back 4 days, what

is the day?
6. What day and date is 5 days before the 30th?
7. What day and date is 5 days after the 21st?
8. Count on 7 days after the 11th.What is the date?

The day?
9. Count back 7 days from the 27th.What is the

date? The day?
10. Make up some counting problems on your own that

use the calendar. Give them to a friend to solve.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

IN GOD WE
TRUST

25¢

5¢ 5¢ 5¢

Counting change is a very important skill
whose usefulness children recognize. It holds great
appeal for them. It should be introduced and ex-
tended as far as possible in the primary grades. In-
terestingly enough, most of the difficulties associ-
ated with counting change can be traced to
weaknesses in counting. This finding suggests that
teachers should take advantage of every opportu-
nity to encourage accurate and rapid counting.

Counting Practice

Counting practice should include counting on
and counting back by ones. Situations that encour-
age thoughtful counting often present problems
embedded in real-world models. These situations
may provide practice in counting either forward or
backward. For example:

If the six numbers on the cube are each differ-
ent and are consecutive whole numbers (i.e.,
whole numbers in order):

Name some possible numbers that could be on
the six faces of this cube.
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don’t always exist. These experiences may even en-
courage children to formulate similar problems.

Books such as Anno’s Counting Book and
Anno’s Counting House by Mitsumasa Anno, Bears
on Wheels by Berenstain and Berenstain, and I Can
Count the Petals of a Flower by John and Stacy
Wahl provide a variety of rich and stimulating con-
texts for counting. These books engage children in
counting and provide insight into how children
count. Other books, such as How Many Snails? A
Counting Book by Paul Giganti and Count on Your
Fingers African Style by Claudia Zaslavsky, focus on
numerical relationships. These and many other
books are included in The Wonderful World of

Mathematics: A Critically Annotated List of Chil-
dren’s Books in Mathematics (Thiessen & Matthias,
1998). Such books are useful for counting-based
discussions between children and adults. For exam-
ple, Anno’s Counting Book provides a sequence of
pictures of different scenes of the house where little
people move from one house to another. Initially
the teacher or parent can ask questions such as:

How many children are in the house?
How many are boys?
How many are girls?
How many are wearing hats?
How many are on the second floor?

Starter questions are provided to encourage ac-
tive participation and maintain a high level of in-
terest. After students start counting, not only are
many new things to count identified, but children
also experience important aspects of early number
sense.

Practice in skip counting from 1 and other start
numbers, including 0, contributes to developing
good counting skills and greater number sense.
The hundred chart is an ideal model for practicing
skip counting, as In the Classroom 7-5. Here, find-
ing patterns and problem solving are integrated
with the counting practice.

Research has shown some predictable trouble
spots for children when counting. For example, chil-
dren often slow down, hesitate, or stop when they
reach certain numbers, such as 29; however, as soon
as they establish the next number as 30, their count-
ing pace quickens, until they are ready to enter the
next decade (set of ten numbers). Bridging the next
century (set of one hundred numbers) poses a simi-
lar challenge. As children count “ . . . one hundred
ninety-eight, one hundred ninety-nine,” they may
pause and be uncertain how to name the next num-
ber. Bridging to the next ten or hundred are among
the common transitional points of counting diffi-
culty identified by Labinowicz (1985):

In the Classroom 7-4
HUNTING FOR NUMBERS

OBJECTIVE: Using a hundred chart to identify
patterns and develop number sense.

GRADE LEVEL: 2–3

� Look at this chart:

• What is hidden by the �?
• What number is after �?
• What number is before the �?

� Put a � on any number.
• Begin at � : Count forward five.
• Begin at � again: Count backward five.

� Put a � on a different number.
• Begin at � : Count forward five.
• Begin at � again: Count backward five.

� Tell about any patterns you see.

1

11

21

31

41

51

61

71

81

91

2

12

22

32

42

52

62

72

82

92

3

13

23

33

53

63

73

83

93

4

14

24

34

44

54

64

74

84

94

5

15

25

35

45

55

65

75

85

95

6

16

26

36

46

56

66

76

86

96

7

17

27

37

47

57

67

77

87

97

8

18

28

38

48

58

68

78

88

98

9

19

29

39

49

59

69

79

89

99

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Bumps in the road for successful counters

Decade CenturyDecade Decade

Not only is the calculator a valuable instruc-
tional tool that helps improve children’s ability to
count, but it is also a powerful counting tool that
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they love to explore. Early counting with the calcu-
lator should emphasize the physical link between
pressing the keys and watching the display.
Because the display changes constantly, the stu-
dents begin to recognize patterns. Calculator
counting involves a physical activity (pressing a
key each time a number is counted), through
which students can relate the size of a number to
the amount of time needed to count it.

Children are usually surprised to find that it is
as easy to count by any number on the calculator

as to count by ones. A calculator can start at zero
and count by ones (In the Classroom 7-6) or begin
at any starting point and skip count by any number

In the Classroom 7-5
SKIP COUNTING

OBJECTIVE: Using a hundred chart to skip
count and identify resulting patterns.

GRADE LEVEL: 1–3

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

201

113
100

161

Which of
these numbers

would be
counted?

Start here
Count by 3's.

Describe a
pattern you

see.

Circle every
number that you

have counted.

In the Classroom 7-6
COUNTING ON . . . AND 

ON . . . AND ON . . .

OBJECTIVE: Using calculators to count and
develop number sense.

GRADE LEVEL: 1–3

• How long did it take to count from 
1 to 100? 

• Guess how long it will take to count from 
1 to 1000.

• Count from 1 to 1000. How long did 
it take? 

I can use my
to count. It's easy

987
654
321
=

OFF ÷

–

+
•0

ON

= = =
= = = =

Press1 + 1Enter

How?

It's
counting

I now press   =  .

  I want to count by ones.
So I'll enter                      .  1 + 1

        Time yourself
Press       ,       ,      ,      .  

=

Keep
pressing

       .
Stop at

100.

1 + 1 =
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(In the Classroom 7-7). Calculators can also easily
count backward (In the Classroom 7-8).

Estimation is a natural part of counting, and In
the Classroom 7-6 encourages students to estimate
the time it takes to count by ones to 100 and 1,000
with the calculator. By expanding this activity, stu-
dents will come to realize that it takes about the
same amount of time to count to 1,000 by ones as
to count to 1,000,000 by 1,000 or to 100 by 0.1.
Such counting experiences develop important place-
value concepts and contribute to number sense.

Counting from a particular number or by a cer-
tain number leads students to see many patterns.
For example, using the hundred chart from In the
Classroom 7-4 helps students recognize that adding

49 to a number is the same as adding 50 and sub-
tracting 1, which is a powerful pattern often used
in mental computation. Calculator counting opens
exciting mathematical explorations and promotes
both critical thinking and problem solving. Accord-
ing to Huinkier (2002), “using calculators as learn-
ing tools can empower young children with the
capacity to investigate number ideas in ways that
were previously inaccessible to them” (p. 316).

Early Number
Development

Comparing and counting experiences help chil-
dren develop early foundations for number sense.
Today’s children also have had many experiences,
primarily while watching television (Sesame Street,

In the Classroom 7-7
SKIPPING AROUND

OBJECTIVE: Using calculators to practice skip
counting.

GRADE LEVEL: 1–3

� Start at 5 every time:
Count by:

              Yes, but you
        decide which of

these does it on your

Can you start
at 7 and count

by 5's?

987
654
321
=

OFF ÷

–

+
•0

ON

5 + 7 = =
7 + 5 = =

In the Classroom 7-8
COUNTING BACKWARD

OBJECTIVE: Using calculators to skip count
backward

GRADE LEVEL: 1–3

� Try these:

Sure. See if
this makes your
count backward

Can you
make your

count
like this

987
654
321
=

OFF ÷

–

+
•0

ON

987
654
321
=

OFF ÷

–

+
•0

ON

10 – 1 = = =

9

10

49

50

, , , , ,

, , , , ,

, , , , ,

15 – 1 :

20 – 2 :

35 – 3 :
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for example), that develop counting skills. Class-
room instruction for early number development
should be designed to build on these experiences.

Developing Number Benchmarks

Number benchmarks are perceptual anchors
that become internalized from many concrete expe-
riences, often accumulated over many years. For
example, the numbers 5 and 10 (the number of fin-
gers on one and two hands) provide two early
number benchmarks. Children recognize four fin-
gers as being one less than five and eight as being
three more than five or two less than ten:

oral name and then the written symbol. For exam-
ple, as Figure 7-12 illustrates, a picture of a tricycle
and the question, “How many wheels?” can be
used to develop the number 3. It is important that
the number of wheels be linked to both oral name
and written symbol. It is also important to provide
different configurations of dots, blocks, and other
objects, as well as different forms of the numerals,
such as 3 and 3 , to broaden their experiences.

“one less than five” “three more than five”
”two less than ten”

The five-frame (5 � 1 array) and the ten-frame
(5 � 2 array) (Appendix B) use these early bench-
marks:

In Japan, the early benchmarks of 5 and 10 are
later used with the ten-frame and the Japanese
soroban (which is similar to an abacus) to promote
counting, quick recognition of quantities, and men-
tal computation (Shigematsu et al., 1994).

In the Classroom 7-9 illustrates an activity that
encourages the development of benchmark num-
bers. Because the goal is to develop an intuitive
sense of the anchor number (not laborious count-
ing), these early activities show numbers of dots
that are significantly different from the anchor.

Of course, many different anchors can be
drawn from children’s experiences. You might
show a bowl of peanuts and ask, “About how
many can you hold in one hand?” Change the con-
tents of the bowl to other things, such as erasers,
centimeter cubes, marbles, or balls. As children
grow older, they should be comfortable and skilled
with more and more benchmark numbers.

Making Connections

Development of the numbers 1 through 5 is
principally done through sight recognition of pat-
terns, coupled with immediate association with the

In the Classroom 7-9

DECIDE IF IT’S UP OR DOWN

OBJECTIVE: Comparing quantities with spe-
cific benchmarks.

GRADE LEVEL: 1–3

• Circle the          if the number of dots is more than
the number symbol.

• Circle the         if the number of dots is less than
the number symbol.

20 100

20 100

Three

Model (visual representation)

How many wheels?

Symbol (written representation)

Name (oral representation)

FIGURE 7-12 A number development model linking
visual, oral, and written representations.
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Many valuable relationships are established as
the numbers 1 through 5 are developed, but none
are more useful than the notions of one more and
one less. These connections are fundamental in
early counting and also in learning place value
with larger numbers. The notions one more and
one less evolve from many different real-world ex-
periences, such as these:

David has one less cookie than Jean-Paul.
Mira has one more apple than Beth.
They have one less player on their team.
Their group has one more girl than our group.

The concepts of one more and one less can be
modeled in different ways. Figure 7-13 shows three
such models. These arrangements provide a basis
for developing the concept of 5 as well as dis-
cussing one more or one less. Using these models
for discussion can help children establish impor-
tant connections that link numbers such as 4 and
5. For example, children might say:

The yellow rod is one step longer than the pur-
ple rod.
The five card is just like the four card except it
has an extra heart in the middle.

Having many experiences with such models
and patterns helps children abstract numbers and
establish useful connections between them.

The hearts on the cards and the trains of blocks
in Figure 7-13 provide clear reminders of the num-
bers represented and the notion of one more or one
less. Both the staircase of rods and the trains of
blocks vividly illustrate not only these concepts but
also an important, yet subtle, difference between
the models. The staircase of rods illustrates the
concept of more, but it is not absolutely clear how
much more until the length of the rods has been
made clear. If you used a single rod without identi-
fying a unit rod, it would not be possible to associ-
ate the rod with a unique number. Thus the rods
are a different model for developing numbers than
the cards or trains of blocks.

Some models illustrate zero more clearly than
others. For example, a rod of length zero is more
difficult to grasp than a card with zero hearts. Care
should be taken to introduce zero as soon as it be-
comes natural to do so, using models appropriate
for the purpose. Help children distinguish between
zero and nothing by encouraging the use of zero to
report the absence of something. For example,
when reporting the score of a game, it is better to
say “Cardinals three, Bears zero” than to say “three
to nothing.”

As the numbers through 10 are developed, it is
important that various patterns among them be
discovered, recognized, used, and discussed. Many
patterns suggesting many different relationships
are shown in this number chart:

Cuisenaire rods Cards Connecting blocks

FIGURE 7-13 Three models for one more or one 
less.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

For example, the number 7 is shown by 5 dots
and 2 more dots. The number 10 is composed of
two groups of 5 dots. It is also useful to explore
other patterns.

On the number chart, 6 is shown as 5 dots and
1 dot, but other representations are possible, as
shown in Figure 7-14, and they should be explored
and discussed with students. Part (B) of Figure 7-
14, for example, shows that 6 can be represented
as one group of 3, one group of 2, and one group
of 1. It can also be shown as two groups of 3, as in
parts (A) and (D), or three groups of 2, as in part
(C). No mention is made of addition or multiplica-
tion in this context, but such observations provide
helpful connections when these operations are de-
veloped.
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Similar illustrations and applications of the
numbers 7 through 10 should be presented. For ex-
ample, 7 days in a week may suggest a natural
grouping; 8 vertices (corners) of a cube suggest
two groups of 4; and the number of boxes in a
tic-tac-toe grid suggest three groups of 3.

Most children realize very early that 10 is a
special number. At the early stage of number devel-
opment, the most unusual thing about 10 is that it
is the first number represented by two digits, 1 and
0. In addition to having 10 fingers and toes, chil-
dren encounter the number 10 in many situations,
such as in playing games and changing money.
These experiences can be extended to include dis-
cussion about different representations of 10:

Figure 7-16 shows some of the connections that
might be constructed as children examine different
representations on the ten-frame. These relation-
ships encourage children to think flexibly about
numbers, thereby promoting greater number sense.
Experiences with the ten-frame also facilitate the
development of addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division, as well as place value.

Cardinal, Ordinal, and
Nominal Numbers

By this point we have discussed some impor-
tant considerations in number development. The
emphasis has been on finding a correct number
name for a given group. This aspect of number
provides a cardinal number, which answers the
question “How many?” Another important aspect
of number emphasizes arranging things in an or-
der and is known as ordinal number; it answers
the question “Which one?”

An emphasis on ordering or arranging things
in a given sequence leads to ordinal numbers. The
order may be based on any criterion, such as size,
time of day, age, or position in a race. Once an or-
der is established, however, the counting process
not only produces a set of number names but also
names each object according to its position. Thus,
in counting the rungs on the ladder in Figure 
7-17, number 1 is first, 2 is second, 3 is third, and
so on.

Many children know some ordinal numbers
such as first, second, and third before they begin
school. Encounters with statements such as the

(D)(C)(B)(A)

FIGURE 7-14 Some representations of 6.

Can you find two groups of 5?
Can you find five groups of 2?
Does the group of 4, 3, 2, and 1 remind you of
bowling?

The number 10 provides the cornerstone for
our number system, and its significance is devel-
oped further in Chapter 8.

A ten-frame is certainly one of the most effec-
tive models for facilitating patterns, developing
group recognition of numbers, and building an un-
derstanding of place value. The ten-frame can be
made from an egg carton shortened to contain 10
boxes, or it may simply be outlined on paper or
tagboard (see ten-frame in Appendix B). This
frame is a powerful organizer and helps provide
the base for many thinking strategies and mental
computations. Initially, children might use coun-
ters to make different representations of the same
number in the ten-frame, as illustrated in Figure 
7-15. Encountering a variety of groupings on the
ten-frame should stimulate discussion about differ-
ent patterns.

Eight —
five and

three more.

Two more
make ten, so

it’s eight.

Eight —
two groups

of four.

FIGURE 7-15 Representations of 8 on a ten-frame.
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following provide early and valuable experience
with ordinal numbers:

The first letter of the alphabet is A.
Bob is second in line.
Cary was third in the race.

It is important that the development of early
number concepts provides children with opportu-
nities to learn both ordinal and cardinal numbers.
Don’t worry about which to teach first; just be sure
both are given attention.

It is possible for a child to recognize a pattern of
4 beans but not be able to count to 4 correctly. Such

a child could give the cardinal number 4 to answer
the question “How many beans do you see?”

Six

•  1 more than 5

•  1 less than 7

•  4 less than 10

•  Double 3

•  Triple 2

•  Half of 12

Five

• 1 more than 4

• 1 less than 6

•  Half of 10

•  Double 2
    and 1 more•

•  1 less than
   double 3•

Four

•  Double 2 • 1 less than 5

•  Half of 8

•  Double 5

• 1 more than 9

•  1 more than
    triple 3•

•  5 rows of 2

•  2 more than
   double 4•

TenNine

•  5 and 4 more

•  1 more than 8

•  1 less than 10

•  Double 4
   and 1 more

•  1 less than
   double 5

Eight

•  1 more than 7

•  1 less than 9

•  5 and 3 more

•  Double 4

•  2 less than 10

•  4 rows of 2

Seven

•  5 and 2 more

•  Half of 14

•  3 less than 10

• 1 more than 6 

• 1 less than 8 

•  Double 3
   and 1 more•

•  1 less than
   double 4•

FIGURE 7-16 Connections from representations on the ten-frame.

1 2 3 4 5 6

First
1st

Second
2nd

Third
3rd

Fourth
4th

Fifth
5th

Sixth
6th

FIGURE 7-17 A counting model for ordinal 
numbers.

For this child, the notion of cardinal number is
limited. Recognizing patterns of 5 is another com-
mon example of this occurrence. Although such
instances are rare, when they do occur, they are
usually limited to small numbers. 

A knowledge of ordinal relationships, along
with logical thinking, leads to more challenging
experiences, such as those suggested in Figure 
7-18. These questions are guaranteed to generate
much discussion as they help children further clar-
ify notions of ordinal numbers. 

Another aspect of number provides a label or
classification and is known as nominal. Examples
are the number on a player’s uniform, the license
plate of a car, a postal zip code, and a telephone
number. The nominal numbers provide essential
information for identification but do not necessar-
ily use the ordinal or cardinal aspects of the
number.
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When using cardinal, ordinal, and nominal
numbers, children do not need to distinguish be-
tween the terms. Distinctions can be made infor-
mally by asking questions within problem situa-
tions such as:

How many pieces are on the chess board?
Which pawn is third?
Where is the queen?

These questions not only help children think
about numbers but also illustrate that numbers
have different uses.

Writing Numerals

Young children should focus their attention on
number development and relationships among
numbers. Because young children typically have
difficulty writing numerals as well as letters, they
should spend less time writing numerals. The lack
of development of the small muscles needed to

write presents one problem, and the limited eye-
hand coordination of many young children consti-
tutes another difficulty. Both of these make it diffi-
cult or impossible for young children to write
numerals. If children are pressured into premature
symbolization, it can create unnecessary frustra-
tions and anxieties.

First graders can usually recognize a number
symbol and say it correctly long before they write
it. Many young children initiate early writing of nu-
merals on their own, and they get a feeling of great
accomplishment from it; however, research shows
that children learn these writing skills much more
quickly as second graders than as kindergartners.

Children should begin by tracing the digits:

FIGURE 7-18 Thinking about ordinal relationships.
(Julia Fishkin/The Image Bank/Getty Images)

Race Day Riddles

Tell how many people were in the race, and
explain your reasoning.

� How could I be last but second in a race?

� The number on my shirt is 9. How could I
be first and last in a race?

� How could I be seventh in a race but finish
last?

� How could I be third from winning and also
third from last?

Textbooks provide guidance to children in dif-
ferent forms. Usually a starting point is indicated
as well as the direction:

Encourage children to draw the appropriate
number of objects beside the numeral being writ-
ten to help them connect the number concept with
its symbolic representation. When children are
learning to write numerals, have them work on
this writing skill aside from “mathematics.” Thus
children can master this skill and use it freely
before applying it in written computational
situations; otherwise, the writing task consumes all
their concentration, and they forget about the
mathematics being done.

Many children develop the necessary writing
skills on their own. Even then, these youngsters
need monitoring and maybe some occasional guid-
ance. Others, however, need systematic step-by-
step procedures to help them. Although there is no
one best way to form a numeral, some patterns
may help. Guiding a child’s hand until the child
takes the initiative in writing helps him or her get
started. Later, outlines of numerals for children to
trace are helpful. Here are some additional sugges-
tions; these will not be necessary in all cases, but
some children will profit from them:

1. Cut out shapes of numerals. Use the overhead
projector to project a numeral on the chalkboard or
wall and have a child trace the numeral’s silhouette.
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2. As one child is tracing the projected numeral,
have class members trace it in the air. As the trac-
ing is being done, describe it verbally such as “go
to the right and then down.” This activity can be
extended to using only dots to form the outline or
pattern for the children to follow.

3. Have a child who can make numerals stand be-
hind someone who cannot. Ask the skilled child
to use a finger and gently “write” a numeral on the
other child’s back. The child in front should iden-
tify the numeral and write it on the chalkboard,
trace it on the wall, or write it in the air. This
approach calls on the tactile sense and helps some
children better develop their writing skills.

and removes the burden of writing complicated
numerals.

The fact that numerals take different forms also
should be mentioned but not belabored.8

8

It feels like
a three!

4. Use numerals that have been cut from sandpaper
and pasted to cards, or take some cord and glue it in
the shape of numerals. Place a mark on each numeral
to show the child where to begin tracing it with his
or her finger. This approach is particularly helpful
with children who persist in reversing numerals.

5. Cover numerals to be traced with a trans-
parency. Then give the child a water-soluble pen
and have him or her practice tracing the numerals.

6. For children having difficulty writing numer-
als, a calculator is helpful. The calculator display
provides a visual reminder of a number’s symbol

Some familiarity with these forms will help
avoid confusion when a 4 appears as a printed
number or as a digital display on a clock or calcu-
lator. The wide use of digital numbers in everyday
living demands planned instruction to make chil-
dren familiar with them.

A Glance at Where 
We’ve Been

Good number sense is a prerequisite for all
later computational development. Young children
need to recognize small groups of objects (up to 5
or 6) by sight and name them properly. Activities
involving sight recognition of the numbers of ob-
jects in small groups provide many opportunities
to introduce and use key terms such as more, less,
after, before, one more, and one less. To foster a
better number sense, instruction on the numbers
through 5 should focus on patterns and develop
recognition skills. Models such as the ten-frame
provide a powerful tool for helping children ex-
plore and construct relationships for numbers to
10 and beyond.

Counting skills usually start before children
begin school but must be developed by careful and
systematic instruction before written work is ap-
propriate. Counting processes reflect various levels
of sophistication, beginning with rote counting
and eventually leading to rapid skip counting for-
ward and backward. Although the four counting
principles are established in the primary grades,
counting skills are extended in the intermediate
grades and often are further refined throughout
our lives.

Competence with and understanding of the
numbers 0 through 10 are essential for meaning-
ful later development of larger numbers. The rela-
tionship of the sets of objects, the number names,
the written symbols, and the order between num-
bers must be well understood. This knowledge is
the basis for the successful study of elementary
mathematics, and it prepares children for the nec-
essary understanding of large numbers and place
value.
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Things to Do: From What
You’ve Read

1. Why is number sense difficult to define?
2. Provide two activities to illustrate each expec-

tation related to number sense from the
NCTM’s Standard: Numbers and Operations.

3. Suppose you send a note home to parents en-
couraging them to help their children im-
prove sight-recognition skills. One parent re-
sponds, “Why should my child learn to
recognize a group of 5? After all, you can just
count them.” How would you respond?

4. Four fundamental principles of counting were
identified in this chapter. Describe in your
own words what each means and why it is
necessary. Examine the children’s work sam-
ples on Masters 6-7 to 6-13 in the Helping
Children Learn Mathematics Instructor’s Man-
ual (available from this book’s web site,
www.wiley.com/college/reys). These samples
display a wide range of numeral writing skills
from several kindergarten students. After
viewing the samples, make observations
about what the children know about writing
numerals.

5. Distinguish between rote and rational count-
ing. Examine the children’s interview excerpts
on Master 6-5 in the Helping Children Learn
Mathematics Instructor’s Manual (available
from this book’s web site, www.wiley.com/col-
lege/reys). Use the information from this chap-
ter to determine which counting principles are
understood and used by the children.

6. What is meant by conservation of number?
Why is its development an important part of
number sense? Examine the children’s inter-
view excerpts on Master 6-4 in the Helping
Children Learn Mathematics Instructor’s Man-
ual (available from this book’s web site,
www.wiley.com/college/reys). Use the seg-
ments to determine if these children are able
to conserve number. 

7. Describe how the following activity could
help older children sharpen their understand-
ing of ordinal and cardinal numbers.

How many ordinal numbers are in this sen-
tence? “The 500 residents of Centerville cele-
brated the 100th anniversary of the town’s
founding by setting off a $200 fireworks
display at the corner of Fifth and Broadway
on January 1st.”

8. Describe how counting could be used to an-
swer these questions:
a. How many floors are between the seventh

and fifteenth floors?
b. If Alfinio has read to the bottom of page

16, how many pages must he read to reach
the top of page 21?

9. Describe how the ten-frame serves as a useful
model for early number development.

10. What is subitizing? Tell why it is an important
skill to help children develop.

Things to Do: Going
Beyond This Book

1. *Observing Counting. Observe a young child
counting in your classroom. Identify any
counting errors and where they took place,
such as bridging to the next decade. Also
identify any counting principles that were ex-
hibited.

2. *Counting Resources. Find the instructor’s
guidebook or teacher’s edition being used in a
K–2 mathematics classroom in your school.
Examine it to learn how resources, such as
calculators and children’s books, are used to
support counting. 

3. *Using Attribute Pieces. In the Classroom 7-1
and 7-2 provide several patterning and logical
reasoning activities using attribute pieces
with children. Explore these trains with sev-
eral children. How many different correct so-
lutions did children find for Train A? Did your
children find one-difference trains to be the
same difficulty as two-difference trains? Did
students feel comfortable knowing that more
than one correct answer exists?

4. Observe children counting on the playground.
How do children demonstrate their counting
abilities? In your journal, describe their
counting activities and the strategies they ap-
pear to use.

5. There are controversies related to teaching
counting in the classroom. In your journal,

IN YOUR JOURNAL

IN THE FIELD

*Additional activities, suggestions, or questions are pro-
vided in Teaching Elementary Mathematics: A Resource
for Field Experiences (Wiley, 2004).
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respond to this statement: “Counting is an im-
mature habit that teachers need to help stu-
dents break.”

6. Examine Number Sense and Operations (Burton
et al., 1993), Developing Number Sense in Mid-
dle Grades (Reys et al., 1991), or the SENSE se-
ries (McIntosh et al., 1997). How do these
books characterize number sense? Report on
several instructional activities designed to foster
number sense.

7. Select a patterning activity from Patterns
(Coburn et al., 1992) that would be appropri-
ate for primary grades. Describe how you
would prepare for, use, and extend this 
activity.

8. Examine the chapter “Concepts of Number”
by Van de Walle (1990) in Mathematics for
the Young Child. Describe three different in-
structional activities for promoting early num-
ber sense.

9. Read “Bring on the Buttons” (Whitin, 1989)
and describe some ways in which buttons
could be used to develop classification skills.

10. Compare two current textbook series:
a. Find how far each series expects children

to be able to count when they begin first
grade and when they complete first grade.

b. Find examples of activities designed to de-
velop number sense. Describe the activities
and identify the grade level. Do you think
these activities would be effective? Tell why.

c. Find an example of a visual pattern that
connects numbers to geometry.

11. Review The Wonderful World of Mathematics:
A Critically Annotated List of Children’s Books
in Mathematics (Thiessen and Matthias,
1998). Find three multicultural books related
to counting that are highly recommended.

12. Read one of the vignettes in the Professional
Standards for Teaching Mathematics (NCTM,
1991) that involves early development of
number. Describe the role of the teacher.

13. Read the book How Many Snails: A Counting
Book (Giganti, 1988). Then read the article by
Whitin, Mills, and O’Keefe (1994) to see how
this book was used to explore mathematical
problem solving. Discuss how the project was
done and how the examples of children’s
work provides insight into their development
of number sense.

WITH ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

14. View a segment from the videotape series
Number Sense Now! (Fennell, 1992). Discuss
ways in which this tape might help students
become more sensitive to the importance and
power of number sense.

With some classmates or children, com-
plete the activity, Construct a Pattern, on Mas-
ter 6-6 in the Helping Children Learn Mathe-
matics Instructor’s Manual (available from this
book’s web site, www.wiley.com/college/reys).
What role does patterning play in the mathe-
matical development of learners?

15. Counting with Calculators. In the Classroom
7-6, 7-7, and 7-8 provide structured calculator
counting activities. Try one or more of them
with some children in a classroom that has
calculators available. Were the children expe-
rienced at using the calculators or were they
viewed as a novelty? Were the childen com-
fortable making estimates for the counts? De-
scribe some patterns that emerged.

16. Virtual Calculators. Investigate the NCTM Illu-
minations web site for ideas for learning
about number relationships and properties of
numbers using calculators and hundreds
boards, which you can access from this
book’s web site, www.wiley.com/college/reys.
Illuminations provides a virtual calculator and
hundreds board that displays the patterns and
relationships among numbers. Explore this re-
source by entering 5 � and then repeatedly
enter the � symbol on the calculator. How
does the hundreds board change? Describe
how this virtual tool can be used as an in-
structional tool. Identify advantages of using
this tool over the handheld calculator and the
paper hundreds board. 

Resources

ANNOTATED BOOKS
Baratta-Lorton, Mary. Mathematics Their Way. Palo Alto,

CA: Addison-Wesley, 1976.
This is an activity-centered mathematics program for
early childhood education. The goal of the activities in
the book is to develop understanding and insight of the
patterns of mathematics through the use of concrete
materials. Relationships and interconnections in
mathematics are stressed, so young children can deal
flexibly with mathematical ideas and concepts.

Burton, Grace; Mills, Ann; Lennon, Carolyn; and Parker,
Cynthia. Number Sense and Operations. Reston, VA:
NCTM, 1993.

WITH TECHNOLOGY
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Anno, Mitsumasa. Anno’s Counting Book. New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1977. 
How would you describe a picture that refers to
zero? This book begins with a barren winter
landscape—a hazy, blue sky above a hazy, white
hill. On the next page the scene brightens: one
tree, one bird, one house. Turn the page again
and the snow has started to melt and you find
two buildings, two trucks, two trees, two chil-
dren, two dogs, and two adults. Suddenly there is
almost more than you can count on each page!
And the numbers continue to increase.
Carter, David A. How Many Bugs in a Box? New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1988. 
All kinds of boxes full of bugs to count from one
to ten. Children can lift open the boxes and find
colorful, comical bugs that pop out, run, eat—
and even swim!
Carle, Eric. The Very Hungry Caterpillar. New
York: Putnam, 1990. 
“In the light of the moon a little egg lay on a
leaf.” So begins this modern classic tale of science
and gluttony that teaches counting and the days
of the week. Follow this hungry caterpillar’s path
as he eats his way through one apple (and the
pages of the book itself) on Monday, two pears on
Tuesday, three plums on Wednesday, and so on,
through cherry pie and sausage—until he is re-
ally fat and has a stomachache. Can you guess
what happens next?
Dee, Rudy. Two Ways to Count to Ten: A Liberian
Folktale. New York: Henry Holt, 1988.
Long ago, when all the animals lived together in
peace, the mighty leopard was king of the jungle,
and all the animals respected their king. But it
came time to name a successor and all the ani-
mals vied for the position. Join the laughter as
you count the number of beasts that fail the test. 
Demi. Demi’s Count the Animals 1-2-3. New York:
Grossett & Dunlap, 1986.
Meet new animals in the journey of counting
from one to twenty. Each rhyme is preceded by
the bold-faced numeral and number word that is
being featured. 
Feelings, Muriel. Moja Means One: Swahili

Counting Book. New York: Dial Books for Young
Readers, 1971.
Count from 1–10 in Swahili and experience an
introduction to the culture, sights, and sounds of
East Africa. The book introduction explains the
languages spoken and some informative details
about the area. The book also provides you with
the pronunciation codes for the words. 
Giganti, Paul. How Many Snails? A Counting
Book. New York: Scott Foresman (Pearson K–12),
1994.
Use these many opportunities to help children
practice their counting. A series of simple ques-
tions directs them to determine the differences
between seemingly similar objects, encouraging
them to develop powers of observation, discrimi-
nation, and visual analysis.
Hanford, Martin. Where’s Waldo? Boston: Little,
Brown, 1987.
This search-and-find book challenges students to
find objects in pictures containing many different
items.
Nozaki, Akirhiro, and Anno, Mitsumasa. Anno’s
Hat Tricks. New York: Philomel Books, 1985.
Use this book to write a lesson plan in elemen-
tary school mathematics. The hat “tricks” develop
critical thinking skills and integrate subjects
while teaching children the process of elimina-
tion. Students feel a sense of accomplishment as
they begin to understand the concepts behind the
hatter’s tricks.
Wahl, John, and Wahl, Stacy. I Can Count the
Petals of a Flower. Reston, VA: NCTM, 1976.
This book provides a variety of rich and stimulat-
ing context teaching children to count using the
petals of a flower.
Zaslavsky, Claudia. Count on Your Fingers African
Style. New York: Crowell Publishers, 1980.
Focus on numerical relationships in the African
marketplace where people buy and trade using
many different languages, including various
methods of finger counting. This book explores
the practicality of math within the context of
African culture and helps children see that math
can be fun and creative.

Book Nook for Children
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This book is part of the Curriculum and Evaluation Stan-
dards for School Mathematics Addenda Series, Grades
K–6. This series was designed to illustrate the Standards
and to help teachers translate them into classroom prac-
tice. Both traditional and new topics are explored in this
book. Familiar activities have been redesigned and in-
fused with an investigative flavor.

Coburn, Terrence G.; Bushey, Barbara J.; Holton, Liana C.;
Latozas, Debra; Mortimer, Debbie; and Shotwell, Debo-
rah. Patterns. Reston, VA: NCTM, 1992.
This book is part of the Curriculum and Evaluation Stan-
dards for School Mathematics Addenda Series, Grades
K–6. This series was designed to illustrate the Standards
and to help teachers translate them into classroom prac-
tice. Both traditional and new topics are explored in this
book. Familiar activities have been redesigned and in-
fused with an investigative flavor.

Labinowicz, Ed. Learning from Children: New Beginnings
for Teaching Numerical Thinking. Menlo Park, CA:
Addison-Wesley, 1985.
Although research on children’s mathematical thinking
has much to say to teachers, little attempt has been
made by researchers to communicate it directly to teach-
ers. The author of this book attempts to build a bridge
between theory, research, and classroom practice with
the aim of supporting informed change in the schools.
Clinical interviews of children and observation of the
teaching-learning process with small groups of children
are the focus of the research described in this book.

Reys, Robert; Gideon, Joan (Editor); McIntosh, A.; Hope, J.;
and Reys, Barbara J. Number Sense: Simple Effective
Number Sense Experiences Grade 1–2. Palo Alto, CA:
Dale Seymour Publications, 1997.
These 10-minute activities help students develop a sense
of what numbers represent and how to use them by
exploring relationships and patterns, encouraging men-
tal computation, recognizing equivalent representations
of a number, establishing benchmarks, improving esti-
mation skills, and exploring the idea of reasonableness.
Includes activity masters, teacher’s notes, and ideas for
extending the activity. 

ANNOTATED ARTICLES
Doverborg, Elisabet; and Samuelsson, Ingrid P. “To Develop

Young Children’s Conception of Numbers.” 162 (June
2000), Early Child Development and Care, p. 81–107.
These authors evaluated an instructional procedure that
focused on reflective problem solving and used young chil-
dren’s fascination with stars as a starting point to develop
their concept of numbers. They found that test group per-
formance on mathematics problem-solving tasks indicated
developing understanding of the concept of numbers 1
through 5, compared to that of a reference group. 

Sowder, Judith T. “Estimation and number sense.” In Hand-
book of Research on Mathematics Teaching and Learning
(ed. D. A. Grouws). New York: Macmillan, 1992,
pp. 371–389.
This chapter focuses on topics in estimation and related
areas that have proved to be interesting to researchers.
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